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"Body-Mind Integrative Science" describes cells of their own "body" from the cell life adaptive science and brain science as the range 

of cells that control the center of gravity that was developed in the gravitational field. At the same time, it is a "new science (education / 
research)" field that uses my own body, observes and evaluates it, makes it language including including awareness. In autonomous body 
science, autonomous control model of cells is the microtubule dynamics of cells responsible for autonomous center of gravity control 
between centrosome and adhesion points which can be said to be typical of autopoiesis. Using both hands in the recumbent posture, touch 
the abdomen, push it, push it back, feel it across the abdomen. Thirty people in their 30s and 80s age carried out for a week, and the 
permeation of daily living behavior was seen with improving exercise capacity such as sitting up. 
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